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ON THE STRUCTURE OF t-DESIGNS*
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Abstract. It is possible to view the combinatorial structures known as (integral) t-designs as Z-modules in
a natural way. In this note we introduce a polynomial associated to each such Z-module. Using this
association, we quickly derive explicit bases for the important class of submodules which correspond to the
so-called null-designs.

Introduction. Among the most fundamental (and least understood) types of
combinatorial configurations are the t-designs [2], [5], [6]. These can be defined as
follows. Let v, k, and A be positive integers satisfying -< k <- v. A t-design Sx (t, k, v) is
a collection #9 of k-subsets B (called blocks) of a v-set V with the property that every
(It is not required that blocks
t-subset of V occurs as a subset of exactly A blocks B
be distinct.) It follows from this definition that for any <-t, the number of blocks of a
t-design which contain a fixed/-subset I of V is exactly

.

A(v-i)/(k-i)t

(1)

independent of/, which implies, in particular, that a necessary condition for existence of
an Sx (t, k, v) is that the expressions in (1) are integers for 1 -< _-< t. In fact, Wilson [6] has
shown that for any _-< k-<_ v, this is also a sufficient condition for the existence of an
Sx (t, k, v) provided only that A _--> Ao(t, k, v) is sufficiently large.
Let M be the free Z-module generated by all the subsets of V; the elements of M
are all sums g =Y.x_vcxX, where CxZ. In this terminology, a t-design is just an
element 6 ’.lYl=k cyY with all Cy 0 such that for all t-subsets X,

CY=A.
Y_X

A submodule of M of particular interest is the module Nk defined by
N,

{

6 s M"
X_V

cx O and when iXl # k, cx O

}.

The elements of Nk are usually called null-designs since they result when the (module)
difference of two t-designs is formed. In principle, if the structure of null-designs can be
sufficiently well understood, then light will be shed on t-designs since any Sx (t, k, v)
differs from a given S (t, k, v) by a null-design.
In [2], Graver and Jurkat obtain a generating system for the module Nk from a
special construction which they call a "(t, k)-pod". In this note we recast the concept of
null-designs in terms of polynomials. From this formulation we reproduce the above
generators in a much simpler way. In fact we show that there are basically only five kinds
of linear dependence among these generators, and thereby produce in Theorem 4 an
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explicit basis for Nk described in terms of simple polynomials. In proving this theorem
we use the fact that the

[Y[

k,t=(hx, y),with[X[
() by (v)"inclusin"matrixHo,
k

=t,

k and

hx, Y

1 ifX_ Y,
0 otherwise

has full rank. Although this is well known (see [3] for a short proof), we give a new proof
of it by exhibiting an explicit (generalized) inverse for the inclusion matrix.
The polynomial ring. Let 7/[X1,""" Xv] denote the polynomial ring with v variables over Z. For trSo, the group of permutations on {1,2,..., v}, and f in
7/[Xl,.
xo], define the polynomial f 7/[Xl,
xo] by

,

,

f(Xl,""", Xv) f(Xo-(1),
We shall say that f is x-free if every monomial appearing in it is squarefree. With each
of subsets of V {1, 2,.
multiset
v} we can associate a polynomial ]’ by

,
’=

(2)

1] x.
Bd iB

If 3 forms a t-design Sx(t, k, v), then the polynomial fe is a positive integral linear
combination of squarefree monomials of degree k with the property (by (1)) that for all
O"

E So,

t-i a i(xl,...,xt),

f(Xl,’’’,Xt, 1,..., 1)=h

(3)

/=0

k-i

where a’(Xl,.’. ,xt) denotes the ith symmetric function of the xj’s. Thus, a nulldesign, being the difference of two t-designs, is a homogeneous x2-free polynomial g
of degree k satisfying

(4)
for all

g’(Xl,"
tr

xt,

x,

x) 0

So. These g form a Z-module N (in the obvious way) which is free since it is

contained in the free Z-module of rank

(v) generated (over 7/)by all the monomials
_k

V, II[- k}.
Generators for null-designs.
THZORZM 1. (Graver-Jurkat). The module N of null-designs is generated over 7/by
the collection {b: r s So}, where

{Hie, Xi I

(Xl,""", Xv)"-" (Xl--X2)(X3--X4)

(X2t+l--X2t+2)X2t+3

Xk+t+l.

This collection is void when v <= k + or k <= t.
Proof. Suppose f is a nonzero null-design. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that the monomial xl
Xk occurs in f with a nonzero coefficient c. Thus

k

f( ,..i.,1, 0,..., O)=c 0.
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It follows from (4) that k < v- t and v- k < v-t, i.e.,
v>=k+t+l and k>-_t+l.

,

In particular, this proves the theorem for the case that v -<_ k + or k -<_ t.
We now show that f is generated by the $ tr So. The proof is by induction on
and, for a fixed t, by induction on v. Because f is x2-free, we can write
xo-1)+h(Xl,’", xo-)Xo.
xo)= g(xl,
f(xl,
For any permutation r Sv-x and any values of xx,
xt-1, xo and x, we have
,x, xo)
,xt_,x,
O=f’(x,
g’(xx,’" ", xt-x, x," ", x)+h’(xx,’", xt-1, x," ", x)xo,

,

and therefore

h(Xl,

x)=O.
This shows that h is a null-design with parameters (t- 1, k- 1, v- 1) when _-> 1. Let
O(Xl,"

",

,xt_,x,

Xv-1)--’(Xl--X2)"

(X2t-l--X2t)X2t+l

Xk+t-1.

,

When -> 1, we may assume by the induction hypothesis on that h is an integral linear
O. Thus we can write
combination of 0 r s So-x. Of course this is also true when

h(Xl,’",xo-)= Y. cO

.

Sv--1

with c ’. Since v > k + t, there exists, for each T, a variable x(-) xo not appearing in
0 Therefore O(X--X(T)) is equal to ( for some g(T)So. Now the polynomial

E c ()= g + hxo-E cO(xo-x(r))
f- Sv--1
g +E

,

is a null-design with parameters (t, k, v 1), which by induction on v, is an integral linear
g So_. This proves the theorem.
combination of the
Note that it follows from Theorem 1 that when v k + t, the only null design is
f 0, which in turn implies that the only t-designs are the trivial design (the set of all
k-subsets of V) and its multiples. This has previously been pointed out by Wilson [6].
We also remark that a topological proof of the special case of the theorem with k 3,
2 has appeared in [4].

A basis for null-designs. Our next task will be to remove the linear dependence
from the set of generators {’gSo}. Note that this set actually contains
v /(t + 1)(k

t- 1)(v

k t- 1) elements, substantially more than the

k
eventually shall be left with.
There are 5 kinds of linear dependence which will be removed. They are indicated
symbolically as follows" For a < b < c < d, replace
(i) b a by -(a b);
(ii) (b-c)a by (a-c)b-(a-b)c;
(iii) (b-c)a by (a-c)-(a-b);
(iv) (a-d)bc by (a-b)c-(a-b)d +(a-c)d-(a-c)b+(a-d)b;
(v) (a-d)(b-c) by (a-c)(b-d)-(a-b)(c-d).
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The meaning of this notation is as follows. If b is of the form (Xtr(1)--Xtr(2))
(Xbwith a < b, for example, then using (i) we replace it by -b *’ where
Xa)
x(2,+3)

tr’(/)--

tr(/)

if tr(j)= b,
if tr(/’)= a,
otherwise.

In other words, replace 4 by

In (iii) and (iv) the bar over the variable indicates that the replacement may be made
provided that variable does not already occur in b. Thus, with (iii), for example,

tr__ (Xo-(1)--Xtr(2))"

(Xb--Xc)"

is replaced by the two terms

(Xo’(1)-- Xtr(2))

(Xa Xc)’’"

provided xa does not occur in b.
Let So,* k., consist of those tr So which satisfy:
(a) tr(1) < tr(3) <. < tr(2t + 1);
(b) tr(2) < tr(4) <. < tr(2t + 2);
(c) tr(2i 1) < tr(2i), 1 _-< -<_ + 1

(d) tr(2t+ 1)<tr(2t+3)<tr(2t+4)<... <tr(k +t+ 1);
(e) o’(2t + 1) < o-(k + + 2) < tr(k + + 3) <. < or(v);
(f) If 2t + 3 _-< _-< k + + 1 </" _-< v and tr(i) < o’(2t + 2) then tr(i) < o’(/’).
By repeatedly applying transformations (i)-(v), we can reduce the set of generators
stated in Theorem 1 to a much smaller collection.
LEMMA 2. The module N is generated by {4 z So, k,,}.
Proof. Because of Theorem 1 and the transformation (i), we need only to consider
the polynomials b with tr $’o, where

So" o- satisfies the condition (c)}.
To each tr S’ we attach three values"
2t+2

Y.
A= i=1

k+t+l

tr(i),

B= i=1
E tr(i)

and

C

max {tr(2i)-tr(2i- 1): l<=i<-t+ 1}.

tr, or’ of S’o, we say that tr’< cr if (A,, B,, C,) is smaller than
(A, B, C) according to lexicographic order.
Let tr $’o. If none of the four transformations (ii)-(v) can be performed on b

Given two elements

,

,

,

then reordering the factors (x(1)-x(z)),’", (X(z,+)-x(z,+z)) of b the factors
Xtr(2t+3),""", Xtr(k+t+l) of b and the unused variables Xtr(k+t+2),’’’, Xtr(v), respectively, by increasing subscript, we see that b
b for some z S o.k.,. If any of the
transformations (ii)-(v) can be performed on b, then it is easy to check that d is a
linear combination of b with tr’ S’o and tr’ < tr. Consequently, d is generated by d"
with r So, k,,.

,

’
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A more combinatorial way to view S’v,k,t is to consider it as the set of linear
extensions o- of the partial order < on the set { 1,
v } shown in Figure 1 which satisfy
(f) (where a linear extension of -< means a permutation o- Sv such that p < p’ implies

,

or(p) < cr(p’)).

k+t+l?

()

)v
,"

2t+4

()v-1

k+t+3

()v-2

2t+399+/+2

2/+

tr

2t+l

r-

()4
5
4

()3
2

()2

()1
FIG.

Let sv, k,t denote [Sv, k, l. The value of Sv,,t is unexpectedly simple.
THEOREM 3. For v >--_ k + + 1, k >- + 1,

Proof. The proof will be by induction on v. First, assume v k + + 1, i.e.,
1. In this case, the "tail" of P beginning with k + + 2 is empty and conditions
v
(e) and (f) are satisfied vacuously. We consider two cases. Since o- is a linear extension of
P, either tr(v)= v or tr(2t + 2)= v. If o’(v)= v, then by induction the number of tr is
k

Sv-l,v-t-2,t

by
(v-l) (v -1). tr(2t + 2)
(v-I) (v-I)Sincethesumofthesetwoexpressionsis( + )
t+ 1

is Sv-l,v-t-l,t-1

if

v then again

induction the number of tr
v

1

l

()=so,-t-x,t, the induction step is complete in this

case.

Now, assume v > k + + 1. For a fixed v, we shall argue by induction on k. As
before we distinguish cases according to the possible values of o--1 (v). In this case there
are three possibilities" v, k + + 1 or 2t + 2. If r(v)= v, then by induction on v the
number of these o" is s -l,k,t

(v-l)
(v-1).iftr(v)=k+t+
k
(v-i)
(v -1). tr(v)
k

1 then byinductionon

2t + 2, then condition
if
1
(f) and the induction hypothesis imply that the number of these tr is s-1,o-,-1,,-1

k the number of these tr is S_l,k_l,t

"(v-1)_(v-1)t

Thus, the sum of these is
1
induction step. Since (5) obviously holds for v

),, which completes the
Skt=()--(7
2, the theorem is proved.
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Note that for v k + + 1 or k + 1, the mapping r: P V can be interpreted as
a "voting sequence" for two candidates A and B [1] with the integers {2, 4,
2t + 2}
denoting votes for A, o,(2i)
indicating that the/’th vote cast was the ith vote cast for
A. The requirement that r is a linear extension implies that A never leads B during the
v _[v
(see [1])
voting. The number of suchris well known to be (
t+l]\t]
Finally, we show that the elements of Sv,* k.t are linearly independent over 7/. Let
Zi[Xl,’", xv] denote the 7/-submodule of 7][Xl,... ,xo] consisting of the homogeneous x2-free polynomials of degree i. Consider the linear mapping

,

: ’k[Xl, , X] 7/t[Xl, , X] given by defining
I_J iI

_

IIl=t

IJl=k

, Xv] by linearity. It is easy to

on a basis of 7/k[Xl, ", Xo] and extending to 7/k[Xl,
see that N Ker (). Consider the matrix H.k,t of

monomials of 7/k(X,’’’, Xo) and 7/,(Xl,"

with respect to the basis of

xj), respectively.

Ho k

is a

by

k

matrix with rows indexed by t-subsets X of V, columns indexed by k-subsets Y of V and
having as its (X, Y) entry 1 if X Y and 0 otherwise. For our choice of parameters,
v >_- k + + 1 and k >_- + 1. Thus, Ho, k. has at least as many columns as rows. Then as

noted earlier, rank (Hv,,)

by

()vt "A

direct way to verify this is as follows. Define the

k

(v matrix H*--(h ,x)indexed by k-subsets Y and t-subsets X of V by taking
\]t

(-1)-’(k-t)
h.r,x= (-1)IY-XlI y-xI

1

(v-t)"
IY-xl

Then the (X, X’) entry of H.k.tH* is

(6)

(-1)k-’(k t) cb_x
Y

(_l)lr-x’l

(v-t)

IY-x’l IY-x’l
the values of Y-X’I,

By partitioning the sum according to
standard binomial
coefficient identities show that (6) is equal to 1 if X X’ and 0 otherwise. Thus,

where I denotes the x by x identity matrix. Therefore, the rank of

Ker (), has dimension

()-()._._- As

is

(v and N, being
\It

an immediate consequence we have"

TheOReM 4. {&" r e S*o.k,} ]orms a basis ]or N.

Concluding remarks.
1. The form of the value of s,.,,.,t, namely,

k

suggests that there may be a

more direct interpretation which would allow one to write this value down at once. If so,
what is it?
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2. In a similar spirit, one suspects that the inverse of nv,k,t given in (6) may be part
of a much more general phenomenon, perhaps involving M6bius inversion. However,
we have not pursued this here.
3. Is it feasible to search for new t-designs by starting from known (perhaps trivial)
designs and augmenting them by null-designs? We have no computational evidence at
present.
4. Consider the set of all polynomials g 7/[Xl,
xo] satisfying (4). These form
an ideal which we denote by I(v, t). Our null-designs are just the x2-free homogeneous
polynomials of degree k in l(v, t). If we were to allow repetitions of elements in the
blocks of
the corresponding null-designs would consist of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k in I(v, t). It is natural to ask for a set of ideal generators for I(v, t) in
general.
In view of Theorem 1, one would expect that {: tr So} generates I(v, t) when
v _>- 2t + 2, where

,

,

(X2,+l--X2t+2).
I/(X1,""", Xv)’- (X1--X2)
For general v and we do the following. Let zr be a partition of the set {1,
disjoint subsets V1,

, v} into
, Vo-,-1 having as nearly equal cardinalities as possible. Define
v--t--1

g,= 1-I
r=l

I-I

(x,-x).

i,i Vr

i<i

One of us (W. Li) has conjectured that these 0= generate the ideal I(v, t). This is known
to be true for

2.
Note added in prooL This conjecture has now been proved by W. Li and R. Li and
will appear in a forthcoming paper.
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